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Abstract: The efficiency of thin film photoelectric devices can be improved by redirecting incident
electromagnetic radiation along their surface layers. Redirection can be achieved using antireflection
coatings made of subwavelength dielectric particle arrays. In this study, we fabricate such coatings,
consisting of Ge particles on quartz glass substrates via solid-state dewetting, transforming thin
Ge films into compact particles. Using optically transparent substrates, we measure reflection and
transmission spectra and determine absorption spectra, showing that substrates coated with Ge
particles absorb much more strongly than substrates coated with continuous Ge films. The spectra
obtained using objective lenses with different aperture angles indicate that scattered radiation is
predominantly directed at glancing angles to the substrate surface. The lateral propagation of
scattered radiation is the result of destructive interference, which suppresses both reflected and
transmitted radiation.

Keywords: antireflection coatings; scattered light propagation; Mie resonances; solid-state dewetting;
Ge on silica glass

1. Introduction

Coatings made of continuous dielectric films and/or textured surfaces [1–4] possess
excellent antireflective properties and are an integral part of the majority of optical elements
and photoelectric devices [5–8]. They do not practically alter the direction of incident
electromagnetic (EM) radiation propagation in the substrate. Coatings made of compact
dielectric particles also exhibit antireflective properties, but can change the direction of
incident EM radiation. By directing a part of the scattered EM radiation along the substrate
surface layers, they allow the use of thinner functionally active surface layers to achieve
the same level of incident radiation absorption as thick layers [9–12]. The change in the
propagation direction of scattered radiation occurs due to the action of several factors. The
strongest effect arises from the interference of incident radiation with the fields of magnetic
and electric Mie resonances excited in the particles [1,13–20]. This interference can suppress
both reflected and transmitted radiation [21–25] and, as a result, direct a significant part of
it along the substrate surface layers [26]. In structures with periodic lattices of dielectric
particles, this part of scattered radiation can experience collective lattice resonances due to
Wood’s anomalies [23,27–32]. Experimentally, these resonances are observed as absorption
peaks, which quantitatively characterize this part of the radiation [32]. Another effect
is associated with the interference of resonance modes excited in particles when they
are located close to each other at a distance of ~500 nm or less. In this case, the role of
quadrupole resonances, the effect of which can exceed the effect of dipole resonances when
the distance between particles becomes less than 200 nm, increases [26].

One of the simplest methods for obtaining coatings consisting of dielectric particles is
based on the use of the dewetting phenomenon, in which the deposited film is transformed
into an array of compact particles on the nonwettable substrate surface upon annealing.
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The dewetting phenomenon can be solid-state when it occurs at temperatures well below
the melting points of the deposited material. SiO2 surfaces are nonwettable for thin Ge
and Si films [33–38]. The dewetting forms the particles, which often acquire a shape
close to a sphere segment [36,39]. At the same time, Ge particles are characterized by a
significantly larger vertical aspect ratio, AR = h/d (≥0.5) [36], than Si particles, where
h is the particle height and d is their diameter. This makes Ge particle coatings more
effective, since the spectral positions of the magnetic and electric dipole resonance maxima
for particles with AR > 0.5 are closer to each other and, at certain AR values, their positions
may coincide [19,20,40,41]. In this case, the interference of the resonance modes with the
incident radiation leads to a greater suppression of the reflected and transmitted radiation,
according to the Kerker conditions [17,18,22].

The reflection spectra of Ge particle coatings, obtained through the solid-state dewet-
ting phenomenon on oxidized Si surfaces, showed broadband antireflection properties
depending on the size of Ge particles [42]. The broadband antireflection was achieved
due to three factors: (1) a wide particle size distribution, as the particle size determines
the spectral positioning of Mie resonances; (2) weak dependence of the resonance position
on the size of the particles located on the substrate when the particle size is less than
300 nm [20,42]; and (3) relatively small spatial gaps between particles (200 nm or less), at
which the influence of quadrupole resonances increases [26], thus, extending the antireflec-
tion properties to the short-wavelength region. Since dielectric particle coatings lead to
a change in the direction of scattered radiation, it is of interest to estimate the amount of
such EM radiation depending on the particle size. This estimate can be obtained from the
dependence of the absorption spectra on the propagation direction of scattered radiation.

In this study, we fabricated coatings consisting of subwavelength Ge particles on
fused quartz substrates by exploiting the solid-state dewetting phenomenon. Transparent
substrates were chosen to allow transmission spectra to be measured. By measuring the
reflection (R) and transmission (T) spectra, the absorption spectra (A = 1 − R − T) were
determined. Such formally determined absorption spectra revealed that the absorption in
the samples coated with Ge particles was significantly stronger than in samples coated with
a film containing the same amount of Ge. The spectra were measured using a microscope-
spectrophotometer (MSFU-K, LOMO, Saint Petersburg, Russia). Their dependence on
the aperture angle of the objective lens used showed that more than 30% of the incident
radiation is scattered at glancing angles to the substrate surface. This part of the scattered
radiation can increase the efficiency of photoelectric devices based on the use of thin
surface layers.

2. Experimental

Quartz glass plates 0.5 mm thick were used as substrates. After the chemical cleaning
of the quartz surface, the Ge deposition was carried out in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber,
with a base pressure of about 1 × 10−8 Pa, manufactured by Omicron NanoTechnology
GmbH (Limburg, Germany). A Knudsen cell with a BN crucible was used for the Ge
deposition at a rate of ~0.6 nm/min, the same as in [42]. After the substrate degassing
by the heating in the growth chamber at about 350 ◦C, the Ge deposition was performed
without substrate annealing, i.e., at room temperature (RT). To initiate the solid-state
dewetting process, the sample was annealed in the vacuum chamber to a temperature of
about 500 ◦C for 1 h by the radiation from a heater located from the rear substrate side. The
substrates coated at RT with Ge films of various thicknesses were also prepared.

The sample surface morphology was studied with a Raith Pioneer system (Raith
GmbH, Dortmund, Germany) operated in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) mode.
The SEM images of the samples obtained at a normal electron beam incidence were used
to determine the particle size distributions using the ImageJ software (version 1.53e). The
particle shape was observed at glancing electron beam incident angles, similar to that in [42].
The reflection (R) and transmission (T) spectra at a normal light incidence were measured
with the microscope-spectrophotometer MSFU-K in the spectral range from 400 to 1100 nm.
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To obtain information about the angular distribution of scattered light, we used objectives
with magnifications of 5, 10, 20, 40 and 100×, and numerical apertures (N.A.) of 0.1, 0.3,
0.45, 0.65 and 0.8, respectively, which have aperture angles (α) of about 5.7, 17.4, 27.7, 40.5
and 53.1 degrees calculated from the ratio N.A. = sin α. When measuring the transmission
spectra, the incident light beam divergence was limited by collimation diaphragms and
did not exceed 2 degrees. The spectra presented in the figures were measured using an
objective with N.A. = 0.3, except for the figure showing the dependence of the spectra on
the aperture angle.

3. Experimental Results

The Ge deposition on the SiO2 surface at elevated temperatures results in the formation
of compact particles without the creation of a wetting layer. The solid-state dewetting
phenomenon also occurs during the annealing of thin Ge films initially deposited on
SiO2 at relatively low temperatures (<300 ◦C). The minimum temperature required for
the formation of compact Ge particles is about 350 ◦C [42]. In this work, to complete the
dewetting process and compact particle formation, the annealing of Ge films was performed
at 500 ◦C in a vacuum chamber right after the Ge deposition (Figure 1). It should be noted
that compact particles are formed by the decomposition of initial Ge films with a thickness
of about 40 nm or less. During the decomposition of thicker films, some of the formed Ge
particles are interconnected by bridges (Figure 1c).
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Figure 1. SEM images of Ge particles formed by annealing Ge films deposited on quartz glass
surfaces. The Ge film thickness was 15, 40, 50 and 31 nm in (a–d), respectively. The SEM images were
taken for (a–c) at an e-beam incident angle of 90 degrees and for (d) at an angle of ~10 degrees to the
substrate surfaces.

The Ge particle formation was studied previously on Si substrates coated with a thin
SiO2 film. The SEM images obtained there showed that the Ge particle shape is close to
spherical or hemispherical [42]. The formation of Ge particles on quartz substrates occurs
in a similar way. The SEM images in Figure 1 show that the Ge particles acquire a rounded
shape, while the shape of some relatively smaller particles is also close to spherical and
hemispherical. At the same time, the particles of a relatively large size have some deviations
from this shape. This is due to the atomic smoothness of the quartz surface, which is less
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than that of the Si substrate surface coated with a SiO2 film. Particles of rounded shape
occupy the smallest area on the substrate and are less likely to merge with neighboring
particles. The SEM images of the particles taken at the normal electron beam incidence
angle give the particle shape projections onto the substrate. Their use for estimating the
total substrate surface area occupied by the particles allows us to obtain somewhat larger
values than the area occupied by particle bases. This also applies when determining the
size of particles to obtain their size distributions, examples of which are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Distributions of Ge particles as a function of (a,b), the area they occupy on the substrate,
and (c,d), their diameter. The particles were obtained by annealing Ge films with a thickness of 31
and 40 nm, as noted in the corresponding graphs.

The size distributions of the areas occupied by each particle on the substrate surface,
obtained from SEM images, are shown in Figure 2a,b. The distribution of particles as a
function of the lateral size of their projection on substrates (Figure 2c,d) was determined
under the assumption that it has a round shape, that is, it was calculated as the particle
projection diameter. The obtained data show that the particle diameter distribution is
characterized by a broad maximum. This means that particles of different sizes are formed,
from a diameter of several tens to hundreds of nanometers, depending on the Ge amount
in the initial film. Due to the difference in the atomic smoothness of the surface of fused
quartz and Si coated with a thin SiO2 film, the size distribution of Ge particles on quartz
substrates is wider than on the SiO2 films [42].

When Mie resonances are excited in Ge particles, the absorption occurs by the Ge itself.
To estimate the portion of incident radiation that was not transmitted but absorbed by Ge,
the reflection and transmission spectra of Ge films were measured. The samples coated
with the films exhibit a strong reflection, which was about 50% (Figure 3a). The strong
reflection significantly reduces the sample transmission, which for this reason only partially
characterizes the Ge transmission (Figure 3b). To eliminate the influence of reflection on the
transmission, the transmission spectra must be normalized to the amount of non-reflected
radiation as Tfilm = T/(1 − R).
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Figure 3. (a) Reflection and (b) transmission spectra of Ge films deposited on quartz glass substrates
at RT. The Ge film thicknesses were 40, 75 and 95 nm, marked in the figure for each spectrum.

The reflection and transmission spectra of the substrates coated with Ge particles
are shown in Figure 4a,b. These samples are characterized by a much lower reflection
(~0.15) compared to the reflection of Ge films. However, they are more reflective than Ge
particle coatings obtained on the oxidized Si substrates [42]. In addition, these reflection
spectra do not contain well-defined minima caused by the spectral positions of the Mie
resonances. This is due to the wider size distribution of Ge particles on quartz substrates
(Figure 2). Despite the lower reflection of Ge particle coatings than that of Ge films, it
remains higher compared to the reflection of the bare quartz surface, which was about 4%
and corresponded to [43].
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Figure 4. (a) Reflection and (b) transmission spectra of samples with coatings made of particles
obtained by the annealing of Ge films with thicknesses 15, 21, 31, 40 and 50 nm, marked in the figure
for each spectrum.

The transmission spectra have a stronger dependence on the particle size. They differ
significantly from the spectra obtained from coatings as continuous Ge films (Figure 3b).
The Ge particles obtained as a result of the implementation of dewetting phenomenon
are located at small distances from each other, which is 100–200 nm, depending on the
particle size (Figure 1). At such small distances, the role of interaction between the fields
of resonance modes excited in neighboring particles increases. In this case, the influence
of quadrupole resonances, which are located in a shorter wavelength region than dipole
resonances, becomes strong [26]. This explains the presence of stronger effects associated
with Mie resonances in short-wavelength regions, despite the increase in the size of Ge
particles obtained from thicker Ge films. Note that the reduction in the transmission due
to the absorption by the quartz substrate itself is insignificant, since after excluding the
contribution of reflection from the quartz surface for our samples it is about 2% and is
consistent with [44].

The absorption spectra of coatings consisting of Ge particles, formally obtained from
the reflection and transmission spectra as A = 1 − R − T, are shown in Figure 5. They exhibit
strong absorption, which is associated mainly with both absorption by the Ge particles
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themselves and with a change in the scattered light direction due to the interference of the
incident radiation with the fields of dipole and quadrupole resonance modes. The part
of the scattered radiation propagating at glancing angles to the substrate surface does not
enter the detector and is recorded as absorbed.
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nealing of Ge films with thicknesses 15, 21, 31, 40 and 50 nm, marked in the figure for each spectrum.

To obtain the data on the propagation direction of the scattered radiation, the reflection
and transmission spectra were measured depending on the aperture angle of the objective
lens (Figure 6a,b). The measured spectra turned out to be practically independent of the α

value; for α up to ~53 degrees, the absorption decreases by less than 5% in a wide spectral
range (Figure 6). This only slightly exceeds the scatter in the measured values, which is
about 3%, and is mainly determined by the inhomogeneity of particle distribution over
the substrate surface, since the surface area used in the measurements does not remain
the same after changing the objective lens. The spectra in Figure 6 show the data for a
Ge particle coating obtained by annealing a 40 nm thick Ge film. The spectra of coatings
obtained from Ge films of other thicknesses exhibit similar dependences on α.
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The coatings consisting of Ge particles absorb significantly stronger than films contain-
ing the same amount of Ge (Figure 7). Using SEM images, it was determined that the Ge
particles obtained from the 31 nm thick Ge film occupy 34% of the substrate surface. This
corresponds to an average thickness of Ge in particles of about 91 nm, since Ge does not
evaporate from the substrate surface at the annealing temperature of 500 ◦C and completely
transforms into particles. This average thickness corresponds well to the 95 nm thick Ge
film, which we can use to compare absorption properties. This film must occupy ~33% of
the substrate surface to contain the same amount of Ge as the particles obtained from the
31 nm thick Ge film, while the rest of the substrate surface must remain uncoated with Ge.
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reflection, the absorption spectra were normalized to the unreflected radiation intensity.
The comparison of the spectra in Figure 7b shows that, in the range of 400–700 nm, the
coating consisting of Ge particles absorbs approximately twice as much EM radiation as
the same amount of Ge in the form of a film. This difference is not only due to the stronger
absorption of Ge in the particles. This is also the result of the difference in the direction
of the scattered radiation propagation, at which the significant part of radiation scattered
by Ge particle coatings does not enter the objective lens. It is scattered at angles greater
than the objective aperture angles. The data obtained show that the significant part of the
incident radiation is scattered at angles close to the grazing angles or along the substrate
surface layers.

The particles obtained from a 31 nm thick Ge film have an average diameter (d)
size of about 130 nm (Figure 2c). The position of the reflection minimum of coatings
consisting of Ge particles associated with dipole Mie resonances is determined by the
relation λdip = neffd, where neff is the effective refractive index of the particle material,
which depends on the particle size [20]. In our case, the maximum scattering, which can
be attributed to dipole excitations, is in the wavelength range of about 650 nm (Figure 7).
This corresponds to neff ≈ 5. This is consistent with the previously obtained data that,
for particles of up to 300 nm in size, neff has a value greater than the refractive index of
the particle material [20,42]. In the shorter wavelength range, scattering is determined by
the excitation of quadrupole resonances, the action of which becomes stronger than that
of dipole ones when the distance between them is less than 200 nm [26]. Such distances
between particles are observed in our case (Figure 1). This determines the strong scattering
of incident radiation in the short wavelength range (Figure 7).

Resonances in particles made of high-n materials are characterized by higher quality
factors and larger extinction values [45–47]. Among single-element materials widely used
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in the conventional Si technology, Si and Ge have high refractive indexes, and the n value
of Ge in the visible and IR regions is higher than the n value of Si. This allows the use of
smaller Ge particles to produce Mie resonances at given wavelengths. In this case, smaller
particles occupy less substrate surface area. These properties make coatings made of Ge
particles promising for use not only in the IR, but also in the visible region, where Ge is
characterized by a rather high absorption coefficient.

The spatial distribution of Mie resonance scattering was measured for single Si parti-
cles in the millimeter range [12]. In the visible range, the radiation spectra were obtained
for the forward and backscattering for single Si particles [15,48], as well as Mie resonance-
based coatings [1,22,24,42,49–51]. However, the spatial distribution of scattered radiation
for nanosized dielectric particles was not measured, and information on the direction of
scattered radiation for coatings is limited. Most theoretical studies are focused on the
calculation of spatial distribution of magnetic and electric fields around the particles and
the spectral position of magnetic and electric Mie resonance modes [21,23,25]. From the
experimental results obtained here (Figure 7b), we can conclude that about 35% of the
incident radiation propagates in the original direction, no more than 35% is scattered at
angles less than 35 degrees to the substrate surface, and the remaining part of at least
30% is absorbed by Ge. Recently, when studying the Ge particle lattice, a surface lattice
resonance was observed in which about 10% of the incident radiation participated. This
part of scattered radiation propagates exclusively in the plane of the substrate surface
layers [32]. In this case, a larger part of the incident radiation than here propagated at small
angles to the substrate surface due to denser Ge particle arrays in the lattices. This part of
scattered radiation can also be increased by using an additional protective antireflection
coating, such as a Si3N4 film [1], which further reduces the reflection, as well as by utilizing
a particle material that absorbs less than Ge and has a higher refractive index.

4. Numerical Simulation

Numerical simulation of the optical properties of Ge particle coatings on a quartz
glass substrate was performed using the free dimensional finite difference time domain
(3D FDTD) method by the commercial software package FullWave 2020.09-1 from RSoft-
SYNOPSYS (Sunnyvale, CA, USA) [52]. The built-in material editor of the 3D FDTD
method used the known data for the Ge refractive index [53], which are shown as a graph
in [26]. The particles have a hemispherical shape and are distributed over the substrate
surface, forming a rectangular lattice (inset in Figure 8a). Their size varies randomly with
an average diameter d = 5 × HGe, where HGe is the thickness of initial Ge films.
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distribution over the substrate surface. This corresponds to 32% filling of the substrate with particles.

A plane wave is used to illuminate a rectangular area covered with particles. The
simulation area in the X and Y coordinates is twice the area occupied by the particles to
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observe the full scattering field. The Z-direction simulation domain is selected so that the
FDTD monitors can measure the transmitted and reflected power to collect the power flux
within the scattering angle corresponding to the objective with N.A. = 0.65. The simulation
also allows one to obtain the fraction of radiation in lateral directions (Figure 8b), which is
determined by subtracting the internal absorption by Ge particles, also calculated, from the
total absorption. It can be noted that this lateral radiation fraction corresponds well to the
direct numerical measurement of the total lateral scattering using multiple power monitors
placed at the X and Y boundaries of the simulation domain.

The results of numerical simulation generally agree well with the experimental data. It
should be noted that the shape of real and simulated Ge particles is rather different, so the
current simulation does not fully match the experiments. However, it is an effective tool for
studying the general properties of experimental structures. For example, the simulations
confirm the experimental data that the absorption varies smoothly over a wide wavelength
range and decreases only at longer wavelengths. The simulation also confirms that the
absorption decreases with decreasing particle size, and the edge of the strong change in
absorption shifts toward shorter wavelengths, similar to the experimental data in Figure 5.
The simulations show that the lateral scattering is strong and varies up to 19% of incident
radiation. This value is close to 10%, which was previously estimated from experimental
results [32]. This part of scattered radiation, along with the scattered radiation propagating
at glancing angles, can contribute to a significant increase of the optical absorption in the
substrate surface layers, which is very promising for practical applications.

5. Conclusions

The coatings consisting of subwavelength-sized Ge particles were prepared using
the solid-state dewetting process that transforms Ge films into compact particles on fused
quartz substrates. These coatings increase the scattering of incident EM radiation due
to its interference with the magnetic and electric Mie resonance modes excited in the
particles. The significant part of scattered radiation does not come to the detector of the
microscope-spectrophotometer, since it is directed at angles greater than the aperture angle
of its objective. This is the part of the incident radiation propagating in the direction along
the substrate surface or at glancing angles less than 37 degrees. The scattered radiation
is broadband, due to the wide size distribution of Ge particles. In the short-wavelength
range, it additionally originates from the excitation of quadrupole resonances, the role of
which becomes significant at distances between particles less than 200 nm. The ability
to increase the intensity of scattered radiation directed along the substrate surface layers
makes it possible to increase the efficiency of thin film photoelectronic devices by creating
conditions in them for a greater absorption of incident EM radiation.
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